
WEAKNESSES IN ZARA S IT INFRASTRUCTURE AND IT STRATEGY

What current or potential weaknesses (if any) do you see in Zara's current IT infrastructure, IT strategy (planned
improvements/additions to their existing.

Aake Edlund Share this post to. However, they can simply switch to another brand in case the prices are
inappropriate. However, the buying process is controlled by purchasing officers worldwide. What is Zaras
business model? Should they purchase the current POS machines from their vendors so that they can support
their needs in case the vendor changes their machines to new technology? The main POS terminal which was
connected to La courna, could only transmit data after the end of business day, instead of a 24X7 connection,
which was necessary for the kind of fad business Inditex were in. In normal case, when supply and demand
nearly meet. Assuredly, it is obvious that the quality of these garments will not be that perfect, but the role of
IT strategy in that situation is hard to overestimate. Rivalry This force is strong enough and the most important
aspects concerning rivalry are as follows: switching and storage costs are low; the number of players and their
similarity is high; the industry growth is medium. Therefore, it will take several years simply to try winning
the markets. In case competitors start dealing with mobile apps that could grant the possibility to order
apparels online, the number of ZARA visitors can significantly decrease. It means that the customers are
obliged to visit this or that shop in case they want to make a purchase. They should have a platform to share
information start from the retailer back to its head quarter or nearby store such as the number of sale on each
SKU on each branch. Nevertheless, the key conclusion of the research above is that the current IT
infrastructure and strategy is likely to hinder the business. Moreover, this fact may even be a key pitfall on the
way to the future success of the company. This report included in my Global lotistics class of Kyushu
Business School. However, the most challengeable issue is setting up distribution channels. From this point of
view, the power is high. I will use Value Chain model to figure out them. All suppliers are connected to
ZARA network to deliver the orders on time. Another concern about changing in technology is the cost of
newly adapted technology might have a large investment which more or less affect the company financial
status. Also, it can prevent item loss, theft damage or other loss by matching with current inventory number. It
is on track for what appears to be world domination of its industry. At the same time, dealing with a new
system can make it easy to check the availability of garments in other stores online.


